Supplementary Materials Hyperfine constant
The measured hyperfine constant varies with pressure. At 1.2 K (0.8 mBar), A = 1.6604177 GHz, and at 2.2 K (53 mBar), A = 1.6604167 GHz. From Ref. 3 it is known that the binding energy of the 1s:A level of 77 Se + reduces under increased hydrostatic pressure (−1.13 µeV/mBar) by reducing the electron screening length which reduces the central cell correction. This reduced central cell correction also reduces the contact hyperfine interaction, and a loose order-ofmagnitude estimate indicates that the 58 µeV (14 GHz) binding energy shift between 1.2 K and 2.2 K may fully account for the observed 1 kHz hyperfine shift.
T1 decoherence
As shown in fig. S2 , incident room-temperature blackbody radiation through the four dewar windows has a significant effect on the T1 spin relaxation time, which is largely mitigated through the addition of low-temperature shielding such as cold neutral-density filters in the beam path, and low-temperature masking of the sample in all other directions.
Blackbody radiation can give rise to a T1 effect through three mechanisms:
1. Near-resonant Raman transitions to 1s:Γ7 and 1s:Γ8, 2. Non-resonant photoionization of 77 Se + into the conduction band, followed by recapture cascade processes onto the resulting 77 Se 2+ , and 3. Non-resonant photoionization of 77 Se 0 into 77 Se + , followed by recapture of the resulting free electron onto one of the original 77 Se + .
Given the high density of 77 Se 0 , estimated to be more than ten times greater than that of 77 Se + under these experimental conditions, and the relatively larger spectral density at the mid-IR wavelengths near 4 µm, the ionization threshold of 77 Se 0 , we suspect that mechanism 3 dominated spin decoherence prior to the introduction of appropriate shielding. We have not applied additional neutral density filters to determine if this mechanism remains the dominant decay mechanism when T1 is 6 minutes at 1.6 K. It is possible that by using e.g. cold shutters, these mechanisms could be eliminated.
Previous work (4) examining the T1 spin relaxation times of 77 Se + under an applied magnetic field revealed a temperature-dependent Raman T −9 process over the temperature range of 5 to 35 Kelvin. Extrapolating this relaxation time to 1.2 K yields a relaxation time of approximately 200 days. We speculate that these are distinct mechanisms; future temperature-dependent T1 measurements could be performed to test this.
T2 decoherence
We performed Hahn echo coherence measurements on both the S0 ⇔ T+ transition as well as the S0 ⇔ T0 near-clock transition. The S0 ⇔ T0 transition is allowed because the spins which make up the singlet are not identical, and the applied AC magnetic field is parallel, rather than perpendicular, to the background magnetic field (64).
The primary purpose of performing Hahn echo measurements on the S0 ⇔ T+ transition was to ascertain the concentration of 77 Se + under our experimental conditions. From the tip angle measurements shown in the inset of Fig. 3A of the main text, we conclude that the dominant Hahn echo decoherence mechanism of the S0 ⇔ T+ transition is instantaneous diffusion. In the small tip angle limit, T2 = 0.52 seconds, which we attribute to spectral diffusion from the 75 ppm residual 29 Si nuclear spins (30).
The S0 ⇔ T0 clock transition is robust to first-order frequency shifts arising from instantaneous and spectral diffusion, and displays a Hahn echo time of 2.14 seconds. Nevertheless, at the clock transition the XX + YY part of the spins' dipolar coupling continues to contribute to the spin dynamics of the ensemble. We extend the Hahn echo coherence times through simple alternating CPMG ('ACPMG') sequences as shown in fig. S4 , which display a √ extension of the coherence time with the number of pulses N. This indicates that slow fluctuations such as, for example, XX + YY dipolar coupling terms, or hydrostatic pressure fluctuations which affect the hyperfine value, are contributing to spin decoherence. Appropriate dynamic decoupling sequences could be used to distinguish XX + YY dipolar contributions from other effects such as hydrostatic pressure fluctuations, which is the subject of future study. Perturbative effects such as Stark shifts and uniaxial strain are not expected to be competitive sources of spin decoherence.
fig. S1. Linewidth measurements using hole burning. FTIR transmission measurements on a higher-boron 28 Si: 77 Se sample, showing the 1s:A ⇔ 1s:Γ7 transition with and without singlefrequency laser excitation used for hole-burning at 427.302 meV, as indicated by the arrow.
The 'Difference' trace, which uses the same scale, shows the hole and anti-hole caused by this narrowband laser excitation.
fig. S2. Impact of room temperature blackbody radiation on T1 lifetimes. (A) A cartoon layout
of the measurement apparatus. Earth's magnetic field provided B0 in the z direction, and the resonant cavity provided B1 in the x direction. To efficiently drive the S0 ⇔ T0 transition it is advantageous to have B0 parallel to B1, and so z and x oriented coils were used to cancel Earth's magnetic field and replace it with a similar-magnitude field in the x direction. Initial T1 lifetimes were vastly increased by the inclusion of cold sample shielding as well as cold ND1 filters along the beam path on either side of the sample to exclude incident room temperature blackbody radiation. (B) Unshielded T1 measurements revealed a relaxation time of ∼2 seconds, and shielded T1 measurements revealed a relaxation time in excess of 6 minutes. For the unshielded T1 measurements, polarization decay was measured through a single-frequency pump-delayprobe sequence. For the shielded measurements RF pulses were included and polarization was extracted from the difference between transient areas with and without a leading S0 ⇔ T0 πpulse as described in the caption of Fig. 2.   fig. S3 . Illustration of phase noise on and off the clock transition. Blue data is the average of three Hahn echo T2 measurements of the S0 ⇔ T0 transition, which has a clock transition at B0 = 0. Multicoloured data is many individual Hahn echo T2 measurements of the S0 ⇔ T+ transition, which does not have a clock transition at B0 = 0 and experiences significant phase noise on these timescales. The S0 ⇔ T0 measurement was taken with phase cycled π/2-pulses in order for the data to decay to zero. It was fit to a two-parameter exponential a × exp(−2τ/b), where a is an amplitude term and b ≡ T2. Due to phase noise, the S0 ⇔ T+ measurement could not be performed with a phase cycled π/2-pulse and therefore did not decay to zero, but instead the data was offset so as to be centered on zero. The envelope of this dataset was fit to a twoparameter exponential ±a × exp(−2τ/b), where a is an amplitude term and b ≡ T2. Both datasets have been normalized to their fit amplitudes for clarity. thermally induced transitions between 1s:Γ7 and 1s:Γ8, with the model given in the inset. Here the low temperature linewidth P0 as fixed to 0.008 cm −1 (1.0µeV) using a fit to the T = 1.5 K absorption spectrum (See Materials and Methods) and ΔE is fixed at 2.27 meV (the energy difference between the 1s:Γ7 and 1s:Γ8 levels). The parameter PT was a fitting parameter representing the strength of the thermally induced transitions; PT in the fit is 3.66 ± 0.06 cm −1 ((0.454 ± 0.007) meV).
